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With two weeks to go until Election Day, most 2008 Obama voters plan to support the 
President’s party in the midterm elections. According to a CBS News Poll conducted online by 
Knowledge Networks, a solid majority (67%) of 2008 Obama voters who are likely to vote say 
they will vote for the Democratic candidate for House of Representatives.   However, just under 
one in 10 says they will vote Republican, and 21% are uncommitted at this point.  
 
Democratic candidates receive less support from independents who voted for the President in 
2008. Fewer than half - 42% - say they will back the Democratic candidate, while 12% of 
independents plan to vote for the Republican. A sizeable number - about four in 10 - say it 
depends or they don’t know who they will vote for at this point.   
 

2010 Vote for House of Representatives 
(Among likely voters) 

All Democrats Independents    
Republican   8%  3%  12%    
Democrat  67 81  42     
Depends  21 14  38  

 
Many 2008 Obama supporters are unhappy with Washington. 58% are dissatisfied or angry 
about the way things are going there; just 41% are satisfied or enthusiastic. Independents are 
especially dissatisfied; nearly seven in 10 express that view.  
 

Feelings about Washington 
(Among registered voters) 

    All  Democrats Independents 
Enthusiastic  4%   5%   0%  
Satisfied  37  40  30 
Dissatisfied   45  43  49 
Angry   13  10  20 

 
But Americans who voted for Barack Obama in 2008 are still behind the president in 2010 when 
it comes to his overall job performance.  82% of Obama voters approve of the way he is 
handling his job nearly two years later.   Among independents who cast their vote for Barack 
Obama in 2008, 73% of approve of the job he is doing, while 27% disapprove.  
  

Obama’s Job Rating 
    All Democrats Independents 

Approve 82%  87%  73% 
Disapprove 18  13  27 

 
Change was the mantra of the Obama campaign in 2008, but his voters are mixed in their 
assessment of how much real change Obama has brought to Washington.  Most Obama voters 
think he brought at least some change, though few – just 16% - think he brought a lot.   Nearly 
half of independents who voted for Obama think he hasn’t brought much change. 



 
How Much Real Change has Obama Brought to Washington? 

     All  Democrats  Independents  
A lot    16%  19%     9% 
Some    51  55   43 
Not much/none  32  26   48 
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
This CBS News Poll was conducted online by Knowledge Networks among a nationwide random sample 
of 1077 Americans who say they voted for Barack Obama for President in 2008.  Knowledge Networks, a 
Silicon Valley company, conducted the poll among a sample of adult members of its household panel, 
which is a nationally representative sample given access to the Internet. This is a scientifically 
representative poll of self-identified 2008 Obama voters.  The margin of sampling error could be plus or 
minus three percentage points for the entire sample of 2008 Obama voters. Sampling error for subgroups 
could be higher. 

 


